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SUCCESS STORY
Improvement in CSAT ratings

+30%

Duke Energy is the largest electric power company in the US,
supplying energy to more than seven million customers. As a
provider of essential home services, Duke is always looking to
enhance its customer satisfaction while keeping costs in check.
Duke found a solution for achieving both of these goals with
virtual agent technology from [24]7.ai.

Savings from call and email
deflections the first year

Answer accuracy rate

$1M

93%

Questions answered
in the first year

392K

CHALLENGE

Today’s utility customers go online in search of answers. Duke Energy’s customer journey was “broken” and needed a lasting
fix. It recognized that Duke Energy customers weren’t able to easily go to Duke Energy’s website and find the answers to their
most pressing questions. Too many customers were having to pick up the phone to speak with a live agent in order to resolve
their issue.

SOLUTION

RESULTS

The technology invites customers to ask questions in a
natural and open ended manner and instantly delivers
the one right answer. This is made possible through the
natural language technology embedded with [24]7 Virtual
Agent. Intent recognition enables them to provide links to
highly relevant information that the customer is likely to be
interested in next.

Giving customers the ability to self-serve for answers to
common questions in the digital channel has driven call and
email volumes down, producing operating cost savings in
excess of $1 million for Duke in the first twelve months alone.

Duke Energy deployed [24]7.ai’s Virtual Agent on its
customer- facing regional websites to deliver an easier and
more cost effective way for customers to selfserve online.

Duke Energy’s customers love the virtual agent. Within
the first year of deployment, more than 392,000 customer
questions were answered with an accuracy rate of 93%.

Surveys ask the customer if they’re satisfied with the answer
provided by the virtual agent. The VOICES analytics package
allows Duke to spot trends early on and be alerted to gaps
in website content.

We didn’t have to do a deep level dive to understand what was
happening... our call and email volumes were increasing as a result of
this broken customer journey. We needed to address this immediately.”
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Let [24]7.ai help your organization achieve
extraordinary results. Contact us today.

www.247.ai
queries@247.ai
+1.650.385.2247

